
JJ Richards & Sons

20 Wood Street
Bassendean, WA 6054
Australia

Phone: 08 6278 1000

Rubbish & Waste Removal in Perth, WAJ.J. Richards & Sons Pty Ltd is a proudly

Australian owned and operated family business that has been providing innovative

waste management solutions throughout Australia since 1932. The Company has

grown to be Australia’s largest privately owned waste management company

through its philosophy of safety, reliability and excellence in customer service.Our

commitment to establish and maintain a close, productive working relationship with

our customers ensures we provide the most efficient and cost effective service

possible. This commitment has been the basis of our continued growth and

development into the 21st century.J.J. Richards & Sons was established in 1932 and

is the largest privately owned waste management company in Australia.J.J. Richards

strives to establish and maintain close, productive working relationships with

customers to ensure: The most efficient and cost effective services are provided,

Problems are rectified in a timely and professional manner, and The ongoing

evaluation and evolution of services to improve community amenity and service

efficiency.Services provided by J.J. Richards include an extensive range of

commercial and domestic services providing customers with Total Waste

Management Solutions for all of their waste needs.J.J. Richards offers its staff and

customers a balance of innovation, flexibility and family values. This unique

combination is the basis of our continued growth and development into the 21st

century.Our goal is to achieve industry best practice by: Continuously improving

waste management technology, Reducing the impact of waste on the community

and the environment, Providing a quality service, whilst minimizing customer costs,

and Maintaining a high standard of operational safety to protect our employees,

customers and the general public.
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